
Battle of the dens XXII 
Wolves of Lughnasadh

Categories Subcategories Examples

If uncertain into which category your entry falls then ask the autocrat or volunteer judge before submission. Each 
item can only be entered under one category, for instances if a cake is entered and it is a sculpted dragon it can 
only be entered as either a food or a 3D art piece, not both.  Please ensure that if a food or composition is entered 
that there are enough copies or substance for up to 6 judges.  Also a complete list of ingredients is essential to 
ensure your judges do not have allergies to the entries.

Garber Accessory Hats, cloaks, pouches, gloves, belts, 

Court Garb not intended for the battle field

Field Made for battle field 

Monster Used to portray monster classes

Food Beverages non-alcoholic, teas, coffee

Dessert s Pastries, cakes, candy

General Appetizers, side dishes, main courses

Art 2D Photography, sketches, drawings, paintings, 
computer art

3D Sculptures, ceramics, painting of miniatures

Needlework Crochet, knitting, embroidery

Construction Armour (all must be confirmed 
amtgard legal)

Helmet, bracers, chest plate 

Weapons (all must be confirmed 
amtgard legal)

Crossbow, sword, flail, axe 

Shields (all must be confirmed 
amtgard legal)

Small, medium and large 

Passive Chests, furniture, decorative weapons 

Performance  
(3-7minute limit)

Dance original, period-appropriate, period inspired

Instrumental Non vocals compositions that are: original, 
period appropriate or period inspired 

Recitation Stories or poems that are: original, period 
appropriate, period inspired 

Singing vocals compositions that are: original, period 
appropriate or period inspired

Composition 
(less than 5 pages)

Factual Essays, how-to articles, flyers, pamphlets

Fictional Stories, character histories, 

Media Documentaries, promo videos, websites, etc.

Poetry Poems, song lyrics, free verse
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Name of entry: Name of contestant: 

Category: Number of awards held in this 
category:

How was this item created and what materials used:

Background on why this item was made:
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Any additional information:


